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Hydroponics: The Complete Guide To
Hydroponics For Beginners

Discover the tips you need to start your own hydroponics garden! Here is a preview of what you'll
learn: Benefits of hydroponics Choosing your hydroponics system Plant nutrition Finding the right
lighting Growing your plants Making room for the hydroponics system Tips to prevent issues Much,
much, more!
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Remarkable! Extremely fresh volume, I don't have plenty of space and I required engaging in a
hobby with the plan of a farming inside. I too didn't have the plan of touching a set of earth about in,
as a result I was looking in favor of a number of alternatives. Hydroponic gardening allows you to
hop the grime and employ irrigate in its place. This volume with assist you obtain in progress so you
can create your possess Hydroponic garden. So a great deal value recommending!

I assume they left out page numbers because the book is more like a pamplet. 33 pages long. Im
not cheap at all, but this is an obvious scam. Hardley a "complete guide". Should be three dollars. I
have read two hudroponics books and this was hard to follow. If you look up Nancy Ross you can
see she is wrighting about all the hot topics. Proably just googles it and sumerizes the web sites.
There is more info if you google. So because she doesnt understand hudropinics its just garbled
hard to follow information. I am so sorry this is such s harsh review, but if your going to write a book
you cant just through a bunch of randome information togeter and charge people. It is not a book. It

is a money making scam. I dont just want my money back. I want my Time back.

This book gives you a good outline to use to go research details somewhere else. It casually
breezes over most of the subject matter without actually providing much useful information. Long on
words, short on details. If the Kindle version wasn't free I'd have only given it 1 star, but since it was,
I suppose there is some value to it. Nothing you couldn't also find in more detail by spending a few
hours surfing related blogs, though... This guide is anything but "Complete", in several cases
advising you to just go buy a kit and read the instructions. Really? That's like writing a book on how
to build furniture and then advising people to buy a kit at Ikea and let the delivery guys set it up for
you. The author provides no personal examples from experience, and I really have to wonder if she
didnt just screen scrape the site index for some hydroponics website somewhere to get her info.

No real information here. Not worth the energy to ship this "book", more pamphlet than book. So
general is the information that you couldn't learn anything above it hydroponic growing from reading
this.

Great for the basics of hydroponics!

good start about greenhouse

The text is good, and the ideas are good....but I'm a show- and-tell type of person. With no photos of
the authors's experiences, it makes it more difficult to visualize and implement our own system.

Great book learned a lot! Would most definitely recommend this book to anyone wanting to start a
hydroponic garden indoors and outdoors!
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